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OPINION 

Sumrnary 

This complaint concerns a pri\'ate crossing over railroad tracks and right-of-w.,y. 

The crossing (at Milepost 135.99) had been used (or n'any yeilrS to gain access to a (arm 

that the complainants (ormerly worked themselves, and that they currently )e.15e to the 

(armer who also works adjacent farmland. 

The complainants say the defendant' unreasonably dosed the pri\'ate crossing, 

and they ask the Commission to require the defendant to reopen the crossing. The 

cvidence shows that the defendant's closure of the crossing (following a car/lr.1in 

collision at a ncarby private crossing at Milepost 1~5.78, north o( the crossing in 

question) was re.lsonable. Howcver, the evidence also demonstr.lles that reopening the 

, After the complaint was filed, the named ddendant merged with the Union I)adfit Railroad. 
The merger has no material in'lpact on 'he iSSUl"S or the merils in this case_ 
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Milepost 135.99 crossing. under an appropriate licensing agreeinent, is superior in 

safetyknd practicality, tp the present alternative means of access (namely, the private 

crossing at Milepost 1~5.78) that the complainants' tenant has had to use since the 

closure. 

This decision approves two potential solutions. The first SOJUHOI1, proposro by 

the defendant, is to llpgrade the alternative crossing. resulting in in\ptoved sight1ines 

for vehides approaching the crossing fromlhe complainants' farm. This solution 

requires the complainants to incur pAvingexpens<>s and the losS to roadway of SOme 

land nOW under (utrivation .. 

The second solution is to reopen the dosed crossing, on the condition that the 

complainants enter into a licensing agreement with thedelendant. This solution 

requites the complainants to incur expenses (or croSsing control and to assun\e liability 

for risks associated with their tenant's use of the rcopelled crossing. 

Inlplementation of one of these hVo solutions appears necE.'ssaty, owing to the 

hazards presented by lISC of the Milepost 135.78 crossing to gain access.' 

Legal Issues 

Both parties rely on Public Utilities (PU) Code § 7537, which proVides: 

"Theowner of any lands along or through which any railroad is 
constructl.~ or maintained, may have such farm or private crossings over 
the railroad and railroad tight of way as are reasonably ne<essary or 
cOll\'cnienl for ingress to or egress from such lands, or in order to connC(t 
such lands with other adjacent lands of the owner. The OWner or oper.ltor 
of the r .. ,ilroad shall construct and at an tinles maintain such (arm or 
private crossing in a good, safe, and p,lssabJe condiliOll. The conlmission 
shan ha\'c the authority to determine the necessity (or any crossing and 
the place, manner, and conditions under which the crossing shall be 
constructed and maintained, and shaH fix and assess the cost and expense 
th{'fcof." 

2 The're 01.,), be additional solutions beside'S the two he're desnibcd; howe\'er, months of 
ne'goli.ltions between the partie's pr('(cdcd the hearing, at ''''hleh only these two were discusse'd. 
Thus, without loredosing other solutions that the parties may )'ct work out, roday's dccision 
will address thl'S(' two solutions cxclusively. 
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The defendant appears to agree that unclet this statute, the Commission can dir('(t the 

reopening of a private crossing: 

1/ Although most private railroad crossings are created through licensing 
agreements negotiated between property owners and the involved 
railroad, the Commission is authorivxl ... to determine the necessity for 
such crossing and the place, manner and conditions under which the 
crossing shan be constructed and maintained .... 11 (Defendant's Concurrent 
Brief at 4, citation omitted.) 

1he defendant further argues that the statute confers "broad discretion" on the 

Cornmission, inc1uding the power to consider alternatives that might "obviate the need 

for the private crossing that is at issue/' (M. at 10, citation omiUed.) 

The complainants also rely on PU Code § 7537, although they argue that under 

the facls presented here, the Commission should ex('[dse its power by ordering the 

reopening of the ctossing at issue, without imposing on the complainants all of the 

conditions which the defendant would place on reopening. In short, the legal issues 

boil down to the inquiry of how the statute should apply in this specific situation, that 

is, what "place, manner, and conditions" of crossing "are reasonably necessary" to 

accommodate access to this farmland? 

Before proceeding to that inquiry, it should be noted that the complaint, as filed, 

presente<.i additionallegat arguments to support the relief requested. The complainants 

there contended that they (or their predecessors in interest) had obtained something in 

the nature of an easeOlC'nt at the location of the dosed crossing. I {OWCVCf, the 

complainants did not press these arguments on brief. The facts presented do not 

support the arguments, and the I.1w appe.us squarely against the complainants in this 

regard. There is nothing in Ihe record tending to show the creation of an casement by 

express gr.lot, by implication, or by oper.ltion by Jaw. Moreover, complainants cannol 

claim an ("lsemenl by prescription. As explained in one of the Commission's 'e<lding 

decisions on this subject, 

"(A) r.lilroad right-of-way is stich a public way as to prevent the 
acquisilion of a prcscriplive title to or casement over any part thereof in 
f.wor of private persons, and use by such persons of the paths and tr,,,ks 
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must (thus) be deemed permissive (Breidcr/ [J SOlllftem Pacific Compally 
(1969) 272 CA id 398). 

"Permissive use Clm only be construed to be in the nature of a license. Two 
essentials of a license arc that, whether express or implied, it be assented 
to by the licensor and secondly, with certain exceptions, a license may be 
revoked at any time at the pleasure of the licensor. The thrust o( these 
principles is that only a licensor may actually grant a license to others to 
enter and use the prenlises or property of the licensor." (Decision (D.) 
93087,6 CPUC2d 184, 189 (1981).) 

At the hearing and on brief, the parties focused almost entirel)' on what 

would be the most reasonable way to accommodate access to this farmland. This 

is the appropriate focus in light of the above precedents. 

Place, Mann~r. arid Conditions 61 Access 

The conlplainants argue that the defendant acted unreasonably when it chose to 

close the crossing at Milepost 135.99. They apparenlly hope thereby to obtain an order 

directing the defendant to reopen the crossing without requiring the complainants to 

enler into a llcensing agreen\ent, or at least without imposing on the complainants an}' 

conditions related to liability for their use of the crossing. \Ve do not need to reach the 

isslle of whether such an unconditional order would be appropriate because we find 

thai the original closure was reasonable. 

The persuasive (actors here are that a (alality accident had o((urred recently at a 

nearby crossing. in a vicinity similar to the crossing at issue. The defendant's evidence 

shows that some of the wors·' Ir.lin/vehicle collisions in California history ha\'e 

occurred in the gener.lI vicinity of this crossing; that the gener,ll vicinity often has 

conditions, such as fog and blowing dust, that limit visibilitYi and that the crossing at 

issue docs not have gates ot signals. There is nol, and apparently never has been, a 

licensing agreement (or the- (ro .. "5ing at Milepost ]35.99, which does not e"en appear on 

the County Ass('ssor's ~bp (Defendant's Exhibit 2), although the altemath'£, crossing 

(only about two tenths of a nlile aw"y at Milepost 135.78) docs appear there. 
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There is a seeming incongruity in the defendant's choosing to k~p open the 

crossing at Milepost 135.78, where the accident actuaHy occurred, and closing instead 

the crossing at Milepost 135.99. The explanation appears to be two-fold. 

First, having two private crossings in close proximity is hazardous in itself. The 

track in question is a main linel along which freight and passenger trains operate at 

speeds of 60 miles per hour and up. At these speeds, the trains need at least half a mile 

to stop. The two crossings arc about 1,tOO fect apart, dose enough that a vehide 

traversing the tracks at one of the crossings could dangerously obstruct the vision ot a 

driver approaching the other crossing. 

~ond, given the desirability of closing one of the two crossings, the defendant's 

choice seems logical under the circumstances as they then appeared. A person 

inspecting the two crossings \,,,ould observe that both crossings appear to serve a single 

farm. This observation is functionally correct: Although scveral contiguous lots are 

invoh'ed, they arc farmed as a single unit by Arden Oreggia, who owns or leases aU of 

the lots. ~e person would also observe that a paved road extends into the farmland 

from the crossing at Milepost 135.78, which remains open. The road leads to several 

buildings and appears to be in daily use. This observation is also correct: The road 

serves a house and several buildings, including a farm vehicle repair business operated 

by the complainants. In (Ontrtls', only a dirt road extends into the farmland from the 

crossing (now closed) at Milepost 135.99. This road ends only in a cleared area and 

loading dock in the middle of the lot. From these circumstances, the ddendant could 

reasonably infer that closure of the crossing at Milepost 135.99 would cause tess 

incon\·enience. 

In short, the defendant had reason to think that (1) in\mediate closure of one of 

the two crossings was a matter of sOn\e urgency, (2) the defendant was within its rights 

to dose the crossing at Milepost 135.99, and (3) reasonable ac(~ to the adjacent 

farmland (ould be accon\modated from the crossing at Milepost 135.78, which the 

defendant did not dose. 

The complainants .Hake two points in response. I~irst, they dispute the severity 

and frequency of poor visibility at either crossing. Second, they rely on the long 
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existence of the l\fi)epost 135.99 crossing (wilhon!, so far as the record discloses, any 

mishap occlIrring there). The first point seems to be a judgment call on which, given 

the importance of public safety. the defendant should be allowed to err on the side of 

caulion. 111e same reasoning dispoS('s of the second point. If the ddendant bC('omes 

aware of a danger, it should not have to wait for another accident before addl'('SSing 

that danger. 

Although the defendant was not wrong to close the l\'1iJepost 135.99 ctossing. the 

conlpJainants have shown convincingly that the Mifepost 135.78 crossing is Very 

unsatisfactory, at least as the taHer crossing is presently configured. The probJen\s 

become dear only after closer consideration of the farming operations (as described in 

the compJainants' testimony) and the actual layout of the farm (as described in the 

complainants' testimony and shown in Defendant's Exhibit 2). 

The County Assessor's Map fui.) identifies the relevant ~)arcels as lot B and Lot 

C. The Ivfifcpost 135.99 crossing leads straight into Lot B. The Milepost 135.78 crossing 

leads straight into Lot c. These lots are contiguous, and they are both devoted mostl}' 

to growing crops. There arc dirt tr.lcks connecting the two lots, but these tracks are 

impassable by heavy ,'chicles during the rainy season and whenever the (arm is 

irrigated. Paving some of these tracks to provide access between the two lots would be 

impr.lCtic.ll, owing to the loss of cropland and the expense of laying and maintaining a 

pavement that could stand up to lISC by farm equipment. Thus, allhollgh Mr. Oteggia 

has farmed both lots for sever(1) years, they have continued to be accessed separately by 

roads crossing the defendant's lr .. leks at a right angle over the r-.mepost 135.99 and 

~1ilepost 135.78 crossings, respectively, and terminating in scpM.lte staging areas, 

centr.,II)'l()(,<lted in the two lots, where the heavy vehicles are parked and loaded. 

\Vith the closure of the Milepost 135.99 crossing. vehicles now going to :md from 

Lot B must (1) make a sharp turn at the l\'filepost 135.78 crossing. and (2) drive over the 

defendant's right-of-way. Simply making this sharp tum with a truck pulling a trailer 

is a problem, as illustrated by the flaUened slop sign at the Milepost 135.78 crossing. 
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(See photographic exhibit 12 referenced in Plaintiffs' Exhibits 2 and 4.)' Far more 

serio liS, however, is thc poor view up.md down the tr.leks for the driver making the 

turn. 

All the evidence agrees thai for the best view along a railroad track" a driver 

should be approaching the trMk at a right angle to the track. Vehicles leaving Lot C 

have such a right angle approach (0 the track at the Milepost 135.78 crossing; stich is not 

the case for vehicles approaching that crossing from Lot B. The drivers of such vehides 

are driving paraUel to the track until they make their tUTI\. A train could be 

approaching that crossing from the same direction the vehicle is driving. To sec that 

train" drivers would have to look back over their shoulders ' .... hile at that same time 

getting set to make a sharp turn and a\-oiding any farm workers or equipment in or 

ncar the right-of-way. 

To make matters worsc, the right-of-w.,y itself is frequently obstructed by cars, 

trucks, and trailers that the complainants teslify arc parked there by the employees of 

businesses situated along the former Highway 101 ("Bwy 101 Alternate" on 

Defendant's Exhibit 2) on the opposite side of the tracks from the complainants' (arm.· 

lhe parked vehides impair the view along the lr'lcks evcn for dri\-crs approaching lhe 

Milepost 135.78 crossing going to or fron\ Lot C. For drivers approaching fronl Lot B, 

the parked vchiclcs can convcrt the right-of-way into an obstacle course and almost 

completely block the drivcrs' \·jew along the tracks in one or both directions. 

lVe conclude that the status quo at the Milepost 135.78 crossing is m\safe and that 

vigorous remedial action is necessary. \Ve will address long-term solutions below, but 

one remedial action should be taken immediately. The dcCendant should not tolerate 

the usc of its light-of-way in the vicinity of the Milepost 135.78 crossing <1S <1 parking lot. 

J Further complic.'ting the sharp turn is th<,. it must be made up an incline sincc the hacks Me 

r.liscd abo\'c the level of the rcst of .he right·of·way. 

'lhe complainants t('stif), that (arm laborNs 3((' nQl parking on the right-of-way, nor is farm 
cqulpm('nt parked there. 
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The defendant should work with the complainants, Mr. Oteggi3, and the neighboring 

businesses to ensure that the sightlint'S of drivers approaching the Milepost 135.78 

crossing are not impaired by parked vehicles. 

L()n~Hcrm Solutions 

Eliminating the obstruction caused by parked \'~hides, as discussed above, " .. ill 

creatc a (bardy) tolerable crossing situation for the ncar-term. For the long-term, 

solutions must be found to enable all vehicles entering and leaving Lots Band C to 

cross the defendant's tracks at a right angle. Both the defendant and the complainants 

have proposed such a solution, and both solutions (with some modifications) arc 

acceptable to the Commission. 

'Inc defendant wants to improve the Milepost 135.78 crossing and to keep the 

t-.fiJepost 135.99 crossing closed. There are three parts to the proposed imprOverilenl. 

first, the defendant \'/ould put in a ptefabric<'tted concrete crossing. paid (or by the 

defendant. Second, th~ defendant would grant the cOrllplainants, at no charge} a lkense 

to usc a twenty to twenty-five (oot wide lane in the defendant's SO-foot right-of-way, 

contingent on the complainants' agreeing to pave the lane (or usc by vehicles going 

between the Milepost 135.78 ctossing and Lot B.s 111ird, the complainants wonld pave a 

radius on the iatn\ side of the Milepost 135.78 crossing; the r<'tdius would be of sufficient 

size to enable trucks \\'ith tr<'tilers from Lot B to swing away from the crossing, 

strllighten oull and cross the lr.lcks at a right angle. 

Only this third part of the dclend.1I1t's proposal would entail any loss of 

farmland to improve the crossing. The defendant presented no estimate of the paving 

costs to be bOrl\e by the con'plainants. flowevcr, the defendant (,wors this proposa I 

bC<'ause it sol\'es both the access problem and the problem of having two prh'ate 

crossings \'ery close together. In the words of Defendant's witness Gonzales, the 

5 The portion of the righl-of-w.\}' so \I sed \\-'ould be as measured (rom the property line; in other 
words, it would be the portion of the right-of-\\'ay furthest from the track. 
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proposal results in one safe crossing instead of two major problems. See Reporter's 

Transcript (R.T.) at 58. 

111e complainants believe the long-term solution is simple: reopen the Milepost 

135.99 crossing. \Vith both crossings openl congcstion at the Milepost 135.78 crossing 

would be telie\'(~dl the need to pave part of the dcfcnd,mes right-of-way and the 

proposed radius in Lot C ''''ould be eliminatcd l and vehides going to and from Lot B 

would be able to cross the defendant's tracks at a right angle.' The complainants are 

also willing to pay for a substantial wooden (('nee with locked gate at the Milepost 

135.99 crossing; this gate would be unlocked only at times that vehicles ate driven into 

or out o( Lot B (or planting, harvesting, or crop removal. 

The defendant does not wholly reject the possibiHty of reopening. In (act, the 

complainants and defendant had lengthy pre-trial discussions concerning the ternlS 

under which the Milepost 135.99 (rossing might be reopened. Both sides, without 

either side objectin~ referted several times on the record to these discussions, so they 

are no longer considered confidential under the Commission's settlement rules (see 

Rule 51.9 of the Con\mission#s Rllt('S of Pr.lCti<e and Procedure). The record indicates 

that the defendant insists on conslruction of a locked. gate (agreed to by the 

complainants) and thre(' (urther conditions for rropelling. 

The first two of these further conditions are that (I) the (omplainants enter into a 

Ikense agreement with the defendant setting out the parties' respecti\'e rights and 

responSibilities regarding the Milepost 135.99 crossing, and (2) that priv"te crossing 

signs in conformity with Standard No. l-C of General Order 75-C be installed. The 

complainants, without explicitly accepting these conditions, appear not to object to 

'lhe complainiints estimate that paving an existing field ro.,d between Lot B -'nll Lot C would 
cost $150-200 thousand. Sec R.T. at 39--10. It is not dear whether paving the lane in the 
ddendant's right-o(·way would be equally expensivc, nor is there evidence on \\lha, the annll.,' 
m<,intcnancc costs might be. FlHthN, while the (omp'''inants are th~ sole owners of tot B, they 
are only partial o\"ncrs of Lot C. I~.l\'ing the proposed radius would thus entail obtaining (and 
presumably p.\)'ing fOI) the co-owners' consent, abo\'c and beyond the cost of Ihep.wing. 
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them, at least in principle. However, the third conditioll, that the complainants satisfy 

the ddendant's requirements for indemnification and insurance, is the sticking point. 

The complainants testify that they have explored insurance possibilities, in some 

cases contacting carriers suggested by the defendant. The complainants indimte that 

many carriers do not underwrite such policies, while those that do quote excessive 

annual premiums.' 

Discussion 

Both the complainants and the defendant have thoroughly and thoughtfutl}' 

considered the safety problems in this case, and both sides make good pOints. Most 

important, both sides propose reasonable (if less "than perfect) solutions. The choice 

between the solutions turns principally on economics, but the record is vague about the 

costs of the solutions. 

The defendant gives grea't Weight to the need to eliminate Ol\e of two private 

crossings in dose proximity to each other. \Vc acknowledge thc desirability of such 

elimination and also of improving the Milepost 135.78 crossing by installation of 

concrete panels. Detracting from this proposal, howc\,('(, is the extensive paving that it 

entails. Even from the standpoint of safety, we arc disturbed by the prospect of farm 

vehicles, sometimes heavily laden, driving on the ddendant's right-of-way for almost 

1,100 feet to get from Lot B to the Milepost 135.78 crossil\g. Dcfcndant's witness 

Gonzales candidly acknowledged: 

"[AJn}' time you are on Union Pacific's right-of-way where we have 
freight tr.lins going sixt}t miles an hour and comnluter tr.lins going 
seventy miles an hour, there's a possibility of somebody fouling the lr.lck, 
getting too close to the track and having a der,lilment. You know, I W.1S 

pointing out earlier that SOJlle of thcsc workers, contr.lct workers, the 

1 One of the carriers suggested by the defendant quoted an annual premium of $100,000. R.T. at 
38. The complainants and defendant a1so considered the possibility of either se)f·insurar\ce or 
the defendant's being n"moo as an additional insured under the genehliliabilit)' policy for the 
farm. Unfortunately, na mutually satisfadOr)' terms for sc)f·insurancc could be (cached, and 
the farm liability c.lJrier was un\\o'illing fa lmderwrite the prapoS€Xi arrangement. 
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[farmer) has no control over. His people have no idea who they are, what 
kind of \'ehicles they drive. He just knows that he hires a contractor to 
supply thesc people to work out here. He has no idea--he has no control 
over them. So, they could encroach on top of our-·get fouled of the track 
and without our knowledge we could hit them and kill them." (RT. at 
66.) 

The witness concluded that the creation of a license agreement between the defendant 

and the complain<!nts might provide an incentive for strict supervision of contract 

workers. Our concern is that, supervised or not, the operation of farm vehicles oVer an 

extended stretch and in dose proximity to r'lilroad tracks inevitably increases the 

chance of accidental (ouling. 

The complainants give great weight 10 the fact that the operation of these lois has 

been planned over the years on the assumption that both crossings would continue in 

usc; consequently, ren\oval of either crossing would have some impact on efficiency. 

However, we reject the complainants' argument that the dosing of the Milepost 135.99 

crossing diminishes the value of their prOp('ltYi as we noted earlier, the conlPJainants 

have no prescriptive or other casement entitling them to usc of that crossing. 

Nevertheless, adoption of the defendant's proposed solution would require the 

compJainants to make a significant hWestntent, and perhaps incur ongoing expen5('s, 

that under the complainants' proposed solution would be avoided. 

The complainants' proposed solution provides right angle approaches to both 

(fossings, and it docs so without paving anything or utilizing the defendant's righl-of

way. The proposed solution, however, perpetuates the probJen\ of the two crossings' 

close proximity, and the complainants would also have us ignore Cornmission 

precedent regarding h\Stu.lnce obligations in connection \\-'Hh private crossings. To 

understand wh}' such precedent should be followed. we consider brieny Ihe nature of 

private crossings. 

In gener,l). and subject to Commission regulation, utilities provide facilities and 

services as required by public convenience and neccssit}'. By definition, a P-rivate 

crossing docs not serve the public. It serves only to support the private activity of the 

users, and is of no usc at an to the railroad in serving the public. In fact, a private 
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crossing may be a detriment to public service. The defendant's testimony, unrebulfed 

in this resped, explains how a crossing creates maintenance problems; and as pointed 

out h}' Defendant's witness Gonzales, the safest crossing is no crossing at all. 

For these r('.lsons, the people who benefit (rom a private crossing should bear 

their share of the costs directly attributable to the crossing. The Commission has stated 

that such costs may include insurance to protect the railroad from incremental risk 

associated with the crossing. 

For example, in D.93087, above, the Commission considered an application to 

make permanent a private crossing that, like the Milepost 135.99 crossing, had existed 

for a long time but was unprotected by crossing signs or gates and was not covered by 

an indemnity agreement or liability insurJn<:e. The railroad there invoh'ed, like the 

defendant here, wanted SigllS and gates to be installed and users of the crossing to 

proVide liability insurance in the r"ilroad's favor. On the latter point, the Commission 

said: 

"[lIn gr.lIlting this application, we would be subjecting [the railroad) to 
potential liability exposure arising (rom any accidents at the (private] 
crossing. \Ve believe the indemnific~'tion and insurance requirement 
clauses contained in the private crossing agreement submitted to 
applicants by (the rllilroad) to be reasonable and that applicants should 
bear some burden (or a ((ossing which is solely (or their benefit." (6 
CPUC2d al 190.) 

In that applic<ltion, the Commission resoh'ed the matter by requiring the private 

crossing to remaining open while the applicants sought to include additional parties 

within the landlocked area and explored alternative solutions with the count}' and the 

rllilroad. In this proceeding, we will allow the complainants to continue to explore 

ways to lessen the expenses of the two proposed solutions, without sacrificing safety. 

The defendant's proposed solution was tirst presented in (ull at the hearing; the 

defendant ilse)( asks (or lime to (urther explore this solution with the complainants. 

The request is re'lsonable. 

The complainants' proposed solution is appropriate with two modifications. 

First, the complainants must accept a license agreement with rc.lsonable provision (or 

- 12-
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indenulification of the ddendantl backed by insurance (or self-insurance where 

acceptable to the defendant). The indemnification provisions (ound reasonable by the 

Commission in 0.93087 absolve the licensees from any responsibility for injury (.lused 

by the negligence of the railroad's employees (6 CPUC2 at 188), and We expect the 

indemnification provisions proposed by the defendant to contain substantially the same 

exdusion. 

Sccond .. we believe that concrete panels should be installed at both crossings if 

both crossings arc to be open. The crossings must stand up to the wear-and-tear of 

heavy vehides. Considering all the circumstances of the present case, it is reasonable 

for the defendant to bear the cost of these irllpro\'Cments at both (rossings. 

Judicial review of Commission decisions isgoven'ted by Part I, Chapter 9, 

Article 3 of the Public Utllities Code. The appropriate court for judicial review is 

dependent on the nature of the proceeding. This is a complaint case not challenging the 

reasonableness of rates or charges, and $0 this decision is issued in an "adjudicatory 

proceeding" as defined in § 1757.1. lherefore, it will be subject to judicial review in the 

court of appeal. (Sec PU Code § 1756{b).) 

FIndings of Fact 

1. The defendant's evidence shows that some of the worst tr.,in/vehide coBisions 

in California history have occurred in the gener.11 vicinity of this crossing; that the 

general vicinity often has conditions, such as (og and blowing dust, that limit viSibility; 

and that the crossing at issue does IlOt have gates or signa1s. There is not, and 

apparently never has been, a licensing agreement (or the crossing at Milepost 135.99. 

2. Ilaving two private crossings in dose proximity is haz<1fdous in itself, 111e two 

crossings at issue are about 1,100 feet apart, dose enough that a vchicle traversing the 

tracks at one of the crossings could dangerousl)' obstruct the vision of a llriver 

approaching the other crossing. 

3. Given the desir.1bility of closing one of the two crossings, the ddendant's choice 

(to close the Milepost 135.99 crossing) seems logical under the circumst.1nces as they 

then appeared. The defendant had reason to think that (1) immediate closure of one of 
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the two crossings was a matter of some urgency, (2) the defendant was within its rights 

to close the crossing at Milepost 135.99, and (3) reasonable access to the adjacent 

«umland could be accommodated from the crossing at Milepost 135.78, which the 

defendant did not close. 

4. Although the defendant was not wrong to clvse the Milepost 135.99 crossing, the 

Milepost 135.78 crossing is very unsatisfactory for access to Lot 8, alleast as the Jatter 

crossing is pres~nt)y configured. 

5. The relevant lots are contiguous, and they arc both devoted mostly to growing 

crops. There arc dirt tracks connecting the two lots, but these tracks arc impassable by 

heavy vehicles during the rainy season and whenever the farm is irrigated. Paving 

some of these tracks to provide access between the two lots would be impractical. \Vith 

the closure of the Milepost 135.99 crossing, vehicles now going to and from Lot B n\usl 

(1) make a sharp turn at the Milepost 135.78 crossing, and (2) drive O\'er the defendant's 

right-of-way. 

6. For the best view along a r.,ilroad track, a driver should be approaching the 

trMk at a right angle to the track. Such is not the case (or vehides approaching that 

crossing from Lot B. The drivers of such vehicles are driving par.,Ud to the track until 

they make their turn. 

7. The right-of-\\'ay is frequently obstructed by parked c.us, trucks, and tr.,ilers 

that impair the view along the tracks even for drivers approaching the Milepost 135.78 

crossing going to or from Lot C. For lIrh'ers approaching from Lot H, the parked 

\'ehides can convert the right~of-way into an obst<lcle cOllrse and almost completely 

block the drivers' view along the lr<lcks in one or both directions. 

8. TIle long-term solution is to enable all vehides entering and leaving Lots Hand 

C to cross the defendant's tr<lcks at a right angle. 

9. The defendant wants to improve the Milepost 135.78 crossing and to keep the 

Milepost 135.99 crossing dosed. The defendant favors this proposal bec.ulsc it solves 

both the access problem ilnd the problem of having two private crossings very dose 

together. 
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10. The complainants believe the long-term solution is. to reopen the Milepost 135.99 

cros.sing, however, they resist some of the terms of the defendant's proposed licensing 

agreement. 

11. Both the complainants and the defendant propose reasonable (if less than 

perfect) solutions. The choice between the solutions turns principally on economics. 

12. Drtracting from the defendant's proposal is the extensive paving that it entails 

and the prospect of farm vehicles, sometimes heavily laden, driving on the defendant's 

right-of~way for almost 1,100 feet to get from Lot B to the Milepost 135.78 crossing. 

13. The complaiIlanls' proposed solution perpetuates the problem of the two 

crossings' dose proximity . 

. 14. A private crossing is of no use at all to the railroad in scrving the publiCi in fact, 

a private crossing may be a detriment to pUblic service. 

15. The complainants' proposed solution is appropriate with two modificatiOlls. 

First} the complainants must accept a license agreen\ent with reasonable provislon for 

indemnification of the deftmdant, backed by insurance (or self-insur,mce where 

acceptable to the defendant). 111e indemnWcalion proVisions should absolve the 

licensees from any responsibility for injur}' (.1used by the negligence of the r,1ilroad's 

employees. &:x-ond, concrete pands should be installed at both crossings if both 

crossings are to be open. Considering all the circumstances of the present case, it is 

re.1sonab!c for the defendant to bear the cost of these impro\'em.ents at both crossings. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. Under PU Code § 7537, the Commission can direct the reopening of a prl\'ate 

crossing and C.1O also consider arternali\'cs that might obviate the need (or.1 prh'atc 

crossing. 

2. In the present case, the Commission must dctermine what place, manner, and 

conditions of crossing arc reasonably necessary to accommodate access to this farmland. 

3. 111ere is nothing in the record tending to show the creation of an easement by 

express gr,1nt, by implic.1tion, or by operation by faw. MoreO\'ef, comptahlants cannot 

claim an e.1semen! by prescription. 
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4. The defendant should not tolerate the usc of its right-of-way in the vicinity of 

the Milepost 135.78 crossing as a parking lot. The defendant should work with the 

complainants; Mr. Oreggia, and the neighboring businesses to ensure that the sightlines 

of drh'ers approaching the r-.mepost 135.78 crossing are not impaired by parked 

vehicles. 

5. In gcnerat and subject to Commission regulation" utilities prOVide facilities and 

services as required by public convenience and necessity. By definition, a private 

crossing docs not serve the public. 

6. The poople who benefit from a private ctossing should bear their share of the 

costs directly attributable to the crossing. Such costs may include insurance to protect 

the railroad from incremental risk associated with the crossing. 

7. To facilitate the solution of short-term and long-tern\ safety problems at these 

crossings, today's dedsion should take e((ecl imn\ediately. 

8. This is a complaint case not challenging the reasonableness of rates or charges; 

and so this decision is issued in an "adjudicatory procccdingll as defined in PU 

Code § 1757.1. Therefore, the proper (ourt (or filing any petition for writ of review will 

be the COllrt of appeal 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. \Vilhin 60 days of the effective date of this order, the complainants and 

defendant shall enter into an agreement lor a long-term solution to the crossing 

problem that is the sllbject of this case. Su<:h solution Illa}' be the defendant's preferred , 
solution, the complainants' preferred solution (as modified pursuant to the foregoing 

discussion, findings, and conclusions), or any other solution that the complainants and 

defendant may negotiate and that is substantially consistent with the foregoing 

disclission; findings; and conclusions. 

2. Unless the Milepost 135.99 crossing is reopened pursuant to an agreement 

consistent with Ordering Paragraph 1, the closure of that crossing shall become 
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permanent, and it shall not be reopened exceptllpon application to and approval by 

the Commission. 

3. As soon as possible, the d('fendant shall take sieps to ensure that there is no 

impairment of drivers' sightlines along its tracks due to parked vchides in the vicinity 

of the Milepost 135.78 crossing. 

4. At the cnd of 60 days after theeffectlve date of this order', the defendant shaH 

subn\it a report to the Dite(lor of the Rail Safety 'and Carriers Division. The report shall 

describe the steps that the defendant has taken pursuant to this ()rd~r. The Director 

may require any further reports by the defendant as the Director dcen\s appropriate to 

document full abatement of the safety ptoblems addressed in loday's decision. 

S. This proceeding is closed. 

This order is ei(ec::tlvetoday. 

Dated February 4, 1998,al San Frandsco, California. 

RICHARD A. BILAS . 
President 

P. GREGORY CONLON 
JESSIEJ. KNIGHT,JR. 
HENRY M. DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 

Commissioners 


